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Most burglaries are based on opportunistic access through an open window. By 
applying security screening to the opening sash of your home you will greatly reduce 
your risk of intrusion. The majority of screening is fixed, however we strongly suggest 
Safe-S-Capes® to your bedroom sashes in case of an emergency. The keyless release 
system allows easy exit from the inside whilst still offering a high level of security 
from the outside.

All Crimsafe® doors feature a unique Screw-Clamp™ system. Tamper 
resistant screws go through a metal clamp then through the Tensile 
Tuff security mesh and is then driven right into the frame to hold 
the mesh in a vice like grip which gives the door enormous strength 
against attack. Crimsafe® doors are the only security system to 
feature the unique Screw-Clamp™ design for unbeaten strength.

CRIMSAFE® FIXED SECURITY 
SCREEN
A security screen is generally applied 
to the sliding or opening section of the 
window, both timber and aluminium 
windows are suitable for screening, 
and offer a visual as well as a physical 
deterrent to a would be intruder. The 
window types that can accommodate 
Crimsafe™ Fixed Window Panels are 
sliding windows, double hung windows, 
louvres and lap louvres.

CRIMSAFE SAFE-S-CAPE® 
HINGED SCREEN
Custom built to the Australian Standards, 
the Safe-S-Cape® offers peace of mind 
with its quick release emergency exit. 
Features a full length keyless release 
mechanism and can be top or side hung. 

CRIMSAFE SAFE-S-CAPE® 
SLIDING SCREEN
Custom built to the Australian Standards, 
the Safe-S-Cape® offers peace of mind 
with its quick release emergency exit. 
Features a full length keyless release 
mechanism, can slide in either direction, 
has heavy duty rollers and integrated 
locking panels.

FEATURES
  0.9mm Stainless Steel woven mesh 

powdercoated black
  Provides unhindered views whilst 

protecting against insects and 
intruders

  The Crimsafe wire has a shading co-
efficiency which improves the energy 
rating of glass doors and keeps your 
home cooler in summer and warmer 
in winter

 Blocks at least 30% of UV rays
  Screw-Clamp System - only Crimsafe 

screws and clamps to achieve a 
greater resistance and strength 
against intruders

  Heavy extruded aluminium framing
 Tamper resistant screws    
  Solid corners
  10 year conditional guarantee

COLOURS
Alutech Security has a comprehensive 
range of powdercoating colours both 
standard and non-standard to suit your 
personal decor.
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Shown: Sliding Safe-S-Cape
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Traditionally security screening is applied to the opening portion of the window to 
allow for ventilation with the benefit of security.  
The majority of screening is fixed, however we strongly suggest Safe-S-Capes® to 
at least the bedroom sashes in case of an emergency. The keyless release system 
allows easy exit from the inside whilst still offering a high level of security from  
the outside.

Sometimes the danger isn’t outside your 
home. Fire or other domestic emergency 
can mean you need to get out fast. That’s 
why we invented the Safe-S-Cape® 
system. Safe-S-Capes® are keyless 
exit systems that are just as strong as 
fixed panels from the outside, but from 
the inside they open with the lightest of 
touches. They give you peace of mind, 
knowing that you can get out of the house 
fast when every second counts.

Using the Visisafe® system, the grille 
is screw fixed into the framing (not 
riveted), this unique system has superior 
impact strength. Visisafe® uses specially 
designed stainless steel screws to lock 
the grille into the frame. They are 5 times 
stronger than ordinary rivets and they 
are much, much harder to break. Plus 
Visisafe® screws sit against the grille 
strands, they don’t go through them like 
the fixings of standard competitors, so the 
grille remains intact and strong.

The aluminium wall of the Visisafe® 
frame is thicker than conventional frames, 
meaning the screws that go through it 
grip on to plenty of metal for strength. 
Plus the channel in the Visisafe® grille 
is deeper than conventional frames, 
meaning there is a far greater overlap of 
grille screen and fixing for superior quality 
and strength.

FEATURES
  Framing: 47mm x 11mm Extruded 

Aluminium
  Grille: 7mm 007 Standard Diamond 

Design
 Corners: Solid Corner Stakes
  Wire: Fibreglass Flywire

COLOURS
Alutech Security has a comprehensive 
range of powdercoating colours both 
standard and non-standard to suit your 
personal decor.

Visisafe® has screws 
5 times stronger than  

ordinary rivets

Shown:  
Visisafe Safe-S-Cape

Shown: Visisafe  
Fixed Screening
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